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A B-tree is an n-way tree with the following 
characteristics

• It is balanced.

• It is ordered.

• It has a node size restriction.
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A balanced n-way tree

An empty n-way tree is balanced.

A non-empty n-way tree is balanced iff
• all its child trees have the same height,
• all its child trees are balanced.
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An ordered n-way tree

An empty n-way tree is ordered.

A non-empty n-way tree is ordered iff
• the data elements at root node x are in strict 

ascending order,
• all the data elements in x.child[i] are less than the 

value at x.data[i],
• all the data elements in x.child[i+1] are greater 

than the value at x.data[i],
• all the children are ordered.
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A B-tree

A B-tree is a balanced, ordered n-way tree with a lower 
and upper limit on the number of data values in a node.

The order of a Nguyen-Wong B-tree is the maximum 
number of data values in a node.

Except for the root, the minimum number of data 
values in a node is the floor of order/2.
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The Nguyen-Wong B-tree

• The Nguyen-Wong B-tree uses the composite 
pattern. Child trees are B-trees.

• It uses the primitive operations of the n-tree.

• It uses the visitor pattern for insertions and 
deletions to maintain the B-tree properties.

• It uses functional programming to pass a 
function as a parameter.

NWBTree
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Examples

Every node in a Nguyen-Wong B-tree of order 4 
(except the root) has 2 to 4 data values.

Every node in a Nguyen-Wong B-tree of order 5 
(except the root) has 2 to 5 data values.

Every node in a Nguyen-Wong B-tree of order 6 
(except the root) has 3 to 6 data values.

NWBTree
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Exercises for the student

isEmpty()     NTreeIsEmptyVis.hpp
contains()    NWBTreeContainsVis.hpp
height()      NWBTreeHeightVis.hpp
maxVis()      NWBTreeMaxVis.hpp
minVis()      NWBTreeMinVis.hpp
numNodes()    NWBTreeNumNodesVis.hpp
numValues()   NWBTreeNumValuesVis.hpp

NWBTree
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Demo Nguyen-Wong B-tree contains unit test

NWBTree
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10.3 The Nguyen-Wong B-Tree 413

// ========= result =========
// Pre: This visitor has been accepted by a host tree.
// Post: The position of val in its node is returned if val
// is contained in this tree; otherwise, -1 is returned.

int result() const {
cerr << ”BiTCSVcontainsVis: Exercise for the student.”

<< endl;
throw -1;

}
};

// Global function for convenience
template<class T>
int contains(T key, NTree<T> const &tree) {

cerr << ”contains: Exercise for the student.”
<< endl;

throw -1;
}

Figure 10.40 (continued) The contains visitor for the NTree data structure.

the alphabet and it should be written in of the original language. There is no need for
special content, but the length of words should match the language.

Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text should show what a printed
text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you will get no information. Really?
Is there no information? Is there a difference between this text and some nonsense like
“Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text like this gives you information
about the selected font, how the letters are written and an impression of the look. This
text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should be written in of the original
language. There is no need for special content, but the length of words should match the
language.

This is the second paragraph. Hello, here is some text without a meaning. This text
should show what a printed text will look like at this place. If you read this text, you
will get no information. Really? Is there no information? Is there a difference between
this text and some nonsense like “Huardest gefburn”? Kjift – not at all! A blind text
like this gives you information about the selected font, how the letters are written and an
impression of the look. This text should contain all letters of the alphabet and it should
be written in of the original language. There is no need for special content, but the length
of words should match the language.

And after the second paragraph follows the third paragraph. Hello, here is some text
without a meaning. This text should show what a printed text will look like at this place.
If you read this text, you will get no information. Really? Is there no information? Is
there a difference between this text and some nonsense like “Huardest gefburn”? Kjift
– not at all! A blind text like this gives you information about the selected font, how the
letters are written and an impression of the look. This text should contain all letters of

Revised: November 25, 2016 Copyright ©: 1998, Dung X. Nguyen and J. Stanley Warford

NWBTree
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Insertion and deletion

Based on moving data vertically in a tree while 
preserving

• the height balance,

• the order,

• the node size restriction.

NWBTree



(a)!Lifting a value up the tree.

(b)!Pushing a value down the tree.
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Inserting into a Nguyen-Wong B-tree

• Start at the root.

• Push down to a leaf and insert.

• SplitUpAndApply back to the root.
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The splitUpAndApply() utility function

• Only splits if the tree is too wide.

• Applies cmd, which is a no-op or a splice.
�
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Inserting into a Nguyen-Wong B-tree 
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Inserting into a Nguyen-Wong B-tree 

3

splitUpAndApply(order, cmd)
if (size > order)

splitUpAt(size / 2)
Execute cmd(host)

insert(key, order)
if (tree is empty) // Inserting into empty root.

Create new single-node temp tree temp
spliceAt(0, temp)
return

else
Call inHelper(key, order, no-op lambda command)

inHelper(key, order, cmd)
if (tree is empty) // Inserting at a leaf.

Create new single-node temp tree temp with key key
Execute cmd(temp) // Splice temp into parent tree.
return

else
Determine k, the index for which _data[k] == key or, if key

is not in this tree, the index of the child tree in which key
should be inserted.

if (k < size && _data(k) == _key)
return; // Duplicate keys not allowed.

oldCmd = cmd
cmd = splice-at-k lambda command
Call _child[k].inHelper(key, order, cmd)
cmd = oldCmd
Call splitUpAndApply(order, cmd)
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Inserting into an order-4 Nguyen-Wong B-tree

The tree has one non-full node at the root.
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Inserting into an order-4 Nguyen-Wong B-tree

The tree has one full node at the root.
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Inserting into an order-4 Nguyen-Wong B-tree

The tree has children and a full root.
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(d) k = 3. Call helper with splice-at-3 command.
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Removing from a Nguyen-Wong B-tree 

4

remove(key, order)
if (tree is empty)

return // There is nothing to remove
else

if (tree has one element)
Collapse tree with children

Call remHelper(key, order, no-op lambda command)

remHelper(key, order, cmd)
if (tree is empty)

return // There is nothing to remove
else if (tree has one element)

if (_data[0] == key)
splitDownAt(0) // Remove the key. This tree becomes empty.

else // key is not in the tree
Execute cmd(host) // Splice back to the parent tree.

else
Determine k, the index for which _data[k] == key or, if key

is not in this tree, the index for which key is in the left child of
_data[k] (except when key > _data[size-1], in which case
k gets size-1).

Push _data[k] down the tree with split down then collapse/splice.
oldCmd = cmd
cmd = splice-at-k lambda command
Call _child[k].remHelper(key, order, cmd)
cmd = oldCmd
Call splitUpAndApply(order, cmd)
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Specification of splitDownAt(int i)

void splitDownAt(int i);
// Post: If _data->size() == 0 nothing is done.
// Otherwise,
// Assert: 0 <= i < _data->size().
// If _data->size() == 1 the single value
// is deleted and this tree is empty.
// Otherwise, the element at position i
// is split down.
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Removing from an order-4 Nguyen-Wong B-tree

The root has only one element, so first collapse the 
root.
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(d) Split down at 0.
This tree becomes empty.
Do not execute splice-at-1 command.
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(e) Call splitUpAndApply
with no-op command. 8010 50 70
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Removing from an order-4 Nguyen-Wong B-tree

Remove an element from a child, so push down an 
element from the root in anticipation of the deletion.
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(e) Split down at 0.
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(a)!Lifting a value up the tree.

(b)!Pushing a value down the tree.
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Removing from an order-4 Nguyen-Wong B-tree

Remove an element not in the tree, with a root having 
only one element. So, first collapse the root. The tree is 
modified to be “better” balanced in the process.
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Removing from an order-4 Nguyen-Wong B-tree

Remove an element not in the root or a leaf.

Initially,
• Height of tree a (not shown) = 2
• Height of tree b (not shown) = 1
• Height of tree c (not shown) = 1
• Height of tree d (not shown) = 1
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(a) Initial tree. Remove 64.

no-op

(b) Call helper with no-op command.
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(a) Initial tree. Remove 64.

no-op

(b) Call helper with no-op command.



splice-at-1

(c) k = 1. Push 44 down. Call helper with splice-at-1 command.
7468 70 72626056545048

52 58 643832 44

26

dcb

a

no-op

splice-at-1

(d) k = 5. Push 64 down. Call helper with splice-at-5 command.
7468 70 72626056545048

52 58
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3832 44

26

dcb

a

no-op

splice-at-5
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(c) k = 1. Push 44 down. Call helper with splice-at-1 command.
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(d) k = 5. Push 64 down. Call helper with splice-at-5 command.
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(e) k = 2. Push 64 down. Call helper with splice-at-2 command.
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(f) Split down at 0. This tree becomes empty. Do not execute splice-at-2 command.

splice-at-1
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(g) Call splitUpAndApply with splice-at-5 command.

splice-at-1
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(f) Split down at 0. This tree becomes empty. Do not execute splice-at-2 command.
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(g) Call splitUpAndApply with splice-at-5 command.
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(h) Call splitUpAndApply with splice-at-1 command.
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(i) Call splitUpAndApply with no-op command.
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(h) Call splitUpAndApply with splice-at-1 command.
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no-op

(i) Call splitUpAndApply with no-op command.
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Abstract 
 
We describe how we lead students through the process of 
specifying and implementing a design of mutable tree data 
structures as an object-oriented framework.  Our design entails 
generalizing the visitor pattern in which the tree structure serves 
as host with a varying number of states and the algorithms 
operating on the tree act as visitors. 
 
We demonstrate the capabilities of our tree framework with an 
object-oriented insertion algorithm and its matching deletion 
algorithm, which maintain the host tree’s height balance while 
constrained to a maximum number of elements per node.  We 
implement our algorithms in Java and make extensive use of 
anonymous inner classes.  The key design elements are 
commands manufactured on the fly as anonymous inner objects.  
Their closures provide the appropriate context for them to operate 
with little parameter passing and thus promote a declarative style 
of programming with minimal flow control, reducing code 
complexity. 
 
Our framework serves to illustrate how proper abstraction 
liberates us from thinking of low-level procedural details and 
leads us to implementations that closely reflect the essence of the 
system behavior.  Our formulation is also an example of how 
object-oriented design principles overlap if not encompass those 
of functional and declarative programming. 
 
Keywords 
 
algorithm, B-Tree, closure, component software, data structure, 
declarative programming, design pattern, finite state machine, 
framework, functional programming, Java, inner class, lambda, 
object-oriented programming, self-balancing tree 
 
1 Introduction 

 
Lists and trees are standard topics in a computer science 
curriculum.  In many applications, they are used to implement 
containers whose main behaviors consist of storage, retrieval and 

removal of data objects.  Various forms of self-balancing trees 
(SBTs) such as B-trees guarantee a O(logN) efficiency for these 
computations.  Current textbooks on this subject (see for example 
[2]) discuss them in terms of complicated, low-level pseudo-code.  
The abstract nature of the data structures and the algorithms that 
manipulate them is lost in a sea of details.  The problem lies in the 
lack of delineation between the intrinsic structural operations of a 
tree and the extrinsic, order-dependent calculations needed to 
maintain its balance.  The resulting morass of data manipulations 
hides the underlying concepts and hampers the students’ learning. 
 
We seek to alleviate the difficulties faced by students by offering 
an object-oriented (OO) formulation of SBTs, which is much 
easier to express and implement.  We cover SBTs towards the end 
of our second semester (CS2) course.  Our CS2 course introduces 
students to OO program design and the fundamental data 
structures and algorithms.  It emphasizes proper formulation and 
abstraction of the problem domain in the programming process in 
order to build programs that are robust, flexible, and extensible.  It 
teaches how design patterns help formulate and implement 
abstractions in effective and elegant ways.  By the end the course, 
when the SBT material is presented, the students are already 
grounded in such principles as data and behavioral abstraction and 
the separation of variant (extrinsic) from invariant (intrinsic) 
behaviors.  They are also familiar with common design patterns 
such as composite, state, visitor and command.  An important 
lesson they learn from designing the SBT is how to abstractly 
decompose a problem by asking fundamental questions about the 
system and focusing on its intrinsic requirements.  Hence, a major 
focus of this paper will be the thought progression involved with 
the design process.  This advanced topic serves to hone and 
coalesce the concepts and skills practiced throughout the 
semester. 
 
Our work is based on the framework proposed in 1999 by Nguyen 
and Wong [3].  Their framework decouples algorithms and data 
structures using a combination of composite, state and visitor 
design patterns.  Later they illustrated its extensibility and 
flexibility by transparently adding lazy evaluation capabilities [4].  
However, their simple framework proves to be inadequate to 
model self-balancing trees due to the inherent limitation of the 
visitor design pattern with regards to dynamically changing 
numbers of hosts.  In this paper, we present enhancements to the 
previous Nguyen/Wong framework that overcomes the original 
limitations and produces an object-oriented SBT implementation 
that closely matches the abstract view of the structure. 
 
Our paper serves a second purpose of exemplifying how good OO 
design enables one to re-focus on the fundamental nature of the 
problem and create solutions that are both simple and powerful.  
Effective use of polymorphism streamlines the code, facilitates 
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Abstract 
 
We describe how we lead students through the process of 
specifying and implementing a design of mutable tree data 
structures as an object-oriented framework.  Our design entails 
generalizing the visitor pattern in which the tree structure serves 
as host with a varying number of states and the algorithms 
operating on the tree act as visitors. 
 
We demonstrate the capabilities of our tree framework with an 
object-oriented insertion algorithm and its matching deletion 
algorithm, which maintain the host tree’s height balance while 
constrained to a maximum number of elements per node.  We 
implement our algorithms in Java and make extensive use of 
anonymous inner classes.  The key design elements are 
commands manufactured on the fly as anonymous inner objects.  
Their closures provide the appropriate context for them to operate 
with little parameter passing and thus promote a declarative style 
of programming with minimal flow control, reducing code 
complexity. 
 
Our framework serves to illustrate how proper abstraction 
liberates us from thinking of low-level procedural details and 
leads us to implementations that closely reflect the essence of the 
system behavior.  Our formulation is also an example of how 
object-oriented design principles overlap if not encompass those 
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1 Introduction 

 
Lists and trees are standard topics in a computer science 
curriculum.  In many applications, they are used to implement 
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(SBTs) such as B-trees guarantee a O(logN) efficiency for these 
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We seek to alleviate the difficulties faced by students by offering 
an object-oriented (OO) formulation of SBTs, which is much 
easier to express and implement.  We cover SBTs towards the end 
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students to OO program design and the fundamental data 
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teaches how design patterns help formulate and implement 
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decompose a problem by asking fundamental questions about the 
system and focusing on its intrinsic requirements.  Hence, a major 
focus of this paper will be the thought progression involved with 
the design process.  This advanced topic serves to hone and 
coalesce the concepts and skills practiced throughout the 
semester. 
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and Wong [3].  Their framework decouples algorithms and data 
structures using a combination of composite, state and visitor 
design patterns.  Later they illustrated its extensibility and 
flexibility by transparently adding lazy evaluation capabilities [4].  
However, their simple framework proves to be inadequate to 
model self-balancing trees due to the inherent limitation of the 
visitor design pattern with regards to dynamically changing 
numbers of hosts.  In this paper, we present enhancements to the 
previous Nguyen/Wong framework that overcomes the original 
limitations and produces an object-oriented SBT implementation 
that closely matches the abstract view of the structure. 
 
Our paper serves a second purpose of exemplifying how good OO 
design enables one to re-focus on the fundamental nature of the 
problem and create solutions that are both simple and powerful.  
Effective use of polymorphism streamlines the code, facilitates 

 


